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‘Like’, “Tweet’ and other sharing buttons (also known 
as ‘social plugins’) are becoming increasingly prevalent 
across the web. Whether these appear next to products 
on e-commerce websites; beneath news stories, or 
within marketing emails, consumers can amplify a 
brand’s message and reach with a single click.

With the advent of Facebook’s Open Graph, brands 
can make the act of sharing even more relevant and 
seamless. Rather than just ‘liking’ content, consumers 
can share the fact they ‘want’ a product (or any other 
verb that best applies to a brand’s content) or generate 
a share without the need for an explicit click, every time 
they ‘read’ content or perform other onsite actions.

As well as the this uplift in brand exposure from sharing, 
the greatest value comes from the cascade of new 
website traffic, and ultimately new customers and 
revenue a share can generate.
 
Most measurement tools fail to provide insight into the 
value driven by the cascade of activity a share 
generates. To address this, Alchemy Social's platform 
enables brands to attribute revenue (or any other type 
of website activity) back to the content that was shared 
and the person who shared it. By doing so, brands can:

•  Drive CRM and advocacy campaigns based on a
   truer view of customer value
•  Determine which sharing features drive the most
   value for their brand
•  Identify which content and customers drive the most
   value from sharing
•  Improve social media and cross channel marketing
   spend decisions.

1. Attribution measurement and a ‘truer’ view of
    customer value

Whilst word of mouth itself is nothing new, online social 
networks have created new communication channels 
for consumers and opportunities for brands to track and 
quantify how information and influence spreads from 
person to person. 

Social plugins are a valuable tool for driving word of 
mouth by consumers. A key consequence of word of 
mouth is that the value of any single customer is greater 
than the value of their direct interactions with a brand. 
For example, if Jane buys a book from an e-commerce 
website that contributes to her direct value to the 
website, but if she also clicks on a share next to another 
book, this action can influence her friends to visit the 
site and drive new sales. Measurement tools that can 
attribute these sales back to Jane allow you to build a 
truer view of Jane’s worth by accounting for her 
influence. Put simply:

Customer Value = Direct Value + Influence Value

Indeed, many customers influence large numbers of 
new visitors and subsequent revenue for a brand, yet 
contribute very little, or no direct revenue. This new 
insight into customer value can now be integrated into 
CRM systems and used to drive segmentation and 
personalised marketing programmes to reward brand 
influencers.

For the e-commerce website in our example, influence 
can be judged in terms of additional revenue. For a 
news website or in-Facebook social application / game, 
value may be better judged in terms of impressions or 
new registrations. 
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2. Identifying and profiling your influencers

Attribution measurement is clearly most powerful when 
you can identify the individuals who are sharing 
(although it is not necessary for ROI, channel or content 
optimisation as discussed in sections 4 - 6 below). 

If marketing emails feature sharing buttons with links to 
a brand’s website, then influence can be attributed to 
the original email recipient - who will typically be a 
known customer or prospect. For website visitors more 
generally – influence measurement provides the 
greatest insight when integrated alongside a social login 
such as Facebook Connect. This enables you to identify 
your key influencers, and link their influence value data 
to CRM systems and customer segmentation models.

3. Multi-generation attribution
 
In our previous example, when Jane influences her 
friends or followers to visit the e-commerce website, 
these friends can then share to their own networks and 
drive new generations of visitors. Jane's influence may 
in fact spread over multiple generations to people far 
removed from her and her immediate friends.  

impact of sharing between multiple brand, partner or 
advertiser websites.

4. Assessing return on investment

Attribution measurement allows you to measure the 
return on investment from implementing social plugins 
by calculating the influence uplift in revenue (or other 
activity) driven by visitors who arrive as a consequence 
of sharing on your website, over and above activity 
from customers who arrived by other paid or organic 
channels (including other social properties such as 
brand fan pages).

Influence Uplift (%) = Influenced Activity
                                      Direct Activity

The same metric can be used to compare the impact 
of different sharing features within a website. The most 
profitable sharing features differ from brand to brand 
depending on their audience – and making the right 
choice on whether to promote Likes, Tweets or other 
forms of sharing can dramatically impact the uplift in 
revenue from socialising a website.

5. Channel optimisation

In our earlier example, if Jane originally arrived at the 
website due to an email campaign, activity attributable 
to her can also be attributed to this email campaign. 
Visitors that arrive via different paid or organic routes 
often exhibit different propensities to share content, and 
including influenced activity in return on advertising 
calculations will lead to better marketing mix allocations. 

6. Content strategy

Attribution is not limited to customer centric analysis 
and can be used to measure what content or product 
categories are most sharable. Specific content may 
generate a low turnover in terms of direct sales, but act 
as seeding content that draws large numbers of visitors 
into a website when it is shared. 

Alchemy Social enables you to track this cascade of 
influence over multiple generations and attribute it back 
to Jane's original share. Our reporting tools provide the 
flexibility to measure the direct value, first generation or 
multi-generation attribution – and even attribute the 
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7. Measurement journey

Brands will only move towards the right marketing 
mix by understanding the contribution of different 
aspects of their social media strategies to 
business outcomes. Attribution measurement 
using Alchemy Social’s platform provides a 
valuable step in this process and helps brands 
optimise the return on investment from their social 
media strategy.

About Alchemy Social

Alchemy Social helps clients leverage social logins 
and behavioural social data to make their websites 
more social, understand the social influence of their 
customers and enable advanced customer 
personalisation and segmentation. We leverage our 
place in the Experian family of companies to 
complement social customer data with Experian’s 
unparalleled customer segmentations and 
classification systems.

Alchemy Social’s attribution tracking platform 
enables brands to measures onsite activity for their 
websites and attribute activity that is driven by 
sharing back to the original visitor who shared. Our 
platform is used by some of the worlds’ leading 
brands to understand and optimise the ROI from 
implementing social sharing on their websites, emails 
and social applications.

To find out more contact us:
www.alchemysocial.com
info@alchemysocial.com
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